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The fund was down 10.7% in the fourth quarter, outperforming the benchmark (up 3.6%). It is up 4.6% over the last three years, and
has delivered 6.9% pa since its inception in 2019.

Economic backdrop

US economic activity is growing moderately from healthy levels despite headwinds from sharply rising interest rates, waning fiscal
stimulus, slowing residential investment, notably higher consumer inflation and concerning geopolitical tensions. The US labour market
has been resilient thus far and household balance sheets remain robust, although consumer confidence has declined. The US dollar
strengthened considerably last year as the Federal Reserve Bank lead globally with interest rate hikes to tackle high inflation.

Europe’s economy is weakening, with higher inflation (due to high energy prices exacerbated by a weaker currency) and very low

consumer confidence. Although the war in Ukraine continues to impact (primarily via the sanctions on Russia raising energy and
agricultural product prices), success in reducing gas consumption and securing alternative energy sources, coupled with a very mild
winter period, has helped to prevent a deeper contraction. German manufacturing and exports, particularly automotive production, should
benefit from easing global supply chain frictions and recovering production in the constrained semi-conductor sector.

Japanese economic activity has seen solid recent recovery due to the complete lifting of COVID restrictions (improving business sentiment
and private consumption) and continued strong export activity - all against a backdrop of an extremely loose monetary policy and very
weak yen. As with Germany, Japanese manufacturing and exports should benefit from easing global supply chain frictions and reduced
semi-conductor lead times.

Chinese economic activity, particularly consumption, is finally recovering from the self-enforced slowdown from prolonged urban
pandemic lockdowns, which are rapidly being unwound. Property market activity, while still very weak, is slowly benefitting from some
policy easing. Chinese government policy has shifted more towards promoting growth after the economy, in 2022, posted the lowest
annual growth rate since the 1970s.

The outlook for other developing economies differs widely, with varying exposures to high commodity prices (energy, metals and
agricultural prices), persistently weak tourism activity and the closure of Chinese borders. Some poorer economies in particular are facing
extremely high food and energy inflation, which is leading to increased socio-economic and fiscal instability.

After a very moderate rebound from the COVID lows last year, the outlook for the South African economy has weakened due to sharply
worsening electricity and logistics constraints - despite continued strength in the primary sectors (mining and agriculture). With a large,
unskilled population, South Africa continues to grapple with excessively high unemployment levels. This exacerbates social instability,
particularly in the face of rising food and transport prices. Growth is also severely constrained by an inadequate and acutely unstable
electricity supply, underperformance of transport infrastructure, weakened and revenue-hungry municipalities and chronically low

business confidence. For these reasons, coupled with the very large government debt burden, we remain pessimistic regarding the
structural growth rate for the local economy, despite signs of some incremental government moves towards economic reforms.
Additionally, there is a risk that lower future commodity prices (particularly platinum group metals, iron ore and coal) will result in even
weaker prospects.

Market review

Global markets were positive in the final quarter (up 9.9% in US dollars), with Germany (up 25.7%) and France (up 23.2%)
outperforming. Emerging markets were also positive in the period (up 9.8%), with outperformance from Turkey (up 62.9%), South Africa
(up 18.5%) and South Korea (up 17.8%), while Brazil (up 3.3%) and India (up 2.1%) underperformed. 2022 was a very weak year for
global equity markets (down 17.7% overall).

Fund performance and positioning

Key positive contributors were Merck, Pfizer and Johnson & Johnson. Global equity detractors included Siemens Energy, Dupont, Samsung
Electronics and Micron Technology. We remain overweight European equities and substantially underweight US equities relative to our
benchmark.
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Disclaimer

The Camissa unit trust fund range is offered by Camissa Collective Investments (RF) Limited (Camissa), registration number 2010/009289/06. Camissa is a

subsidiary of Camissa Asset Management (Pty) Limited [a licensed financial services provider (FSP No. 784)], the investment manager of the unit trust

funds. Camissa is a member of the Association for Savings and Investment SA (ASISA) and is a registered management company in terms of the Collective

Investment Schemes Control Act, No 45 of 2002.

Unit trusts are generally medium to long-term investments. The value of units will fluctuate and past performance should not be used as a guide for future

performance. Camissa does not provide any guarantee either with respect to the capital or the return of the portfolio(s). Foreign securities may be included

in the portfolio(s) and may result in potential constraints on liquidity and the repatriation of funds. In addition, macroeconomic, political, foreign exchange,

tax and settlement risks may apply. However, our robust investment process takes these factors into account. Unit trusts are traded at ruling prices and

can engage in scrip lending and borrowing. Exchange rate movements, where applicable, may affect the value of underlying investments. Different classes

of units may apply and are subject to different fees and charges. A schedule of the maximum fees, charges and commissions is available upon request.

Commission and incentives may be paid, and if so, would be included in the overall costs. Camissa has the right to close the portfolio to new investors in

order to manage it more effectively in accordance with its mandate. Additional information is available free of charge on our website or from Client Service.


